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ABSTRACT
Video conferencing may be a technology that permits users in several locations to carry face-to-face
meetings without having to maneuver to one location together. Uses for video conferencing include holding
routine meetings, negotiating business deals, and interviewing job candidates

INTRODUCTION
The pandemic brings us a replacement reality
where people can't be near one another and social
relationships take a replacement breath. Staying at
home is not easy for anyone, and that is why video
calls are gaining popularity. Online conference
apps help to maintain business and family
connections when you can't all appear in the same
room. There is a wealth of video conferencing and
video chat apps to settle on from. However, if you're
talking about personal business or discussing the
small print of a business contract, you would like
to understand the service you're using will protect
your privacy. Maybe it is the privacy issues, the
safety issues, or simply the entire misrepresenting
its encryption thing. Regardless of the precise
reason, you recognize that there has got to be a far
better video-conferencing tool out there, and you're
determined to seek out it.
Though such a system already exists and used
for a long time now, now the adoption has
increased multifold. The usage in classrooms, for
example now almost video-conferencing is almost 
universal among schools, universities, and offices
across the globe and forced us to do
Work-from-Home for their employee, necessitating
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the need for virtual meetings and conferences to
give references.
This project will overcome the problem and
effects of data security and privacy violation done
by the video service provider. We are proposing an
alternative way to make a more secure video call,
improved by an open-source community that will
reduce the data breaching and increases the video
call security on the internet not least in terms of
scale. A variety of solutions have become popular
-Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Cisco WebEx, to name a
few. However, all of these tools are proprietary
platforms, thereby not just increasing the cost of
adoption but also raising critical privacy concerns.
It is in this context that the need for a
privacy-preserving / privacy-respecting video
conferencing system becomes the need of the hour.
Many
governments
and
government
establishments across the world have either issued
warnings about their usage or directly banned
these applications. Such a VC system must also be
Scalable - able to cater to an increased number of
users, quickly
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Privacy-preserving - should give the choice to
self-host and therefore the ASCII text file should be A)
freely available for public scrutiny
Secure - communications must be encrypted and
prevent from any any external influence
Robust - able to withstand and network failures,
system errors create
It is an open-source JavaScript WebRTC
application and may be used for videoconferencing.
One can share desktop and presentations and with
just a link can invite new members for the
B)
videoconference. It is often employed by
downloading the app or directly during a browser
and it's compatible with any recent browser. Every
user can use Jitsi.org servers or can download and
install the server software on a Linux-based

machine.

SYSTEM UNDER TEST AND ENVIRONMENT

BACKGROUND

support for displaying up to 9 videos with the
precise same dimensions because the original test
video (540×360 pixels)



Jitsi may be a set of open-source projects that
permits you to simply build and deploy secure
videoconferencing solutions. At the guts of Jitsi are C)
Jitsi Videobridge and Jitsi Meet, which allow you to
have conferences on the web, while other projects 1)
within the community enable other features such
as audio, dial-in, recording, and simulcasting [1].
Aws
(Amazon
web
service)
provide
infrastructure service to business in the form of
2)
web service now commonly known as cloud
computing.
Specific jitsi-meet Project
Jitsi Meet – Secure, Simple, open-source, and
Scalable Video Conferences that you host on your
server and use as an embed in your web
application
Jitsi Videobridge – the media server engine
that powers all of Jitsi’s multi-party video
conferences

Cloud and Network Settings
Cloud and Network Settings All tests were done
using Amazon Web Services (AWS)Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2). Each SFU and every of its connecting
web client apps were run on separate Virtual
Machines (VMs) within the same AWS Virtual
Private Cloud(VPC) to avoid network fluctuations
and interference. The instance types for the VMs
used are described in Table I.
Web Client Applications
To test our server with the parameter to gather
useful information, we made the subsequent
modification to corresponding web client apps:
increase the utmost number of participants per
meeting room to 40

Metrics and Probing
Client-side: Video Verification
Once a <video>component has been loaded, we
verify that it displays a video which it's neither
blank, static nor a frozen image.
Client-Side: Video Quality Assessment
Chrome is launched with a fixed window size of
1980×1280 pixels, and the screenshot is taken
using the jitsi function which will generate a PNG
file of the same dimensions
RESULTS

Jigasi – a gateway service that connects SIP
telephony to a Jitsi Video bridge conference
Jibri – help us to broadcast and recorder used for
saving video call recordings and streaming to
YouTube Live
Jidesha – it is a Chrome and Firefox extension
that helps us to share screen
Specific Aws tools
Ec2 Service
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I.

Quantitative Results
The below figure represent the rate of success and
failures that occur during the test
Fig 1 (success and failure rate)
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LIMITATION
210 participants can join a room at a time. After
210 participant room, automatically disconnected
all the user from the room
We cant create two-room of the same name. If we
try to create two-room with the same name then it
will treat as a single room
ANALYSIS
Fig 2 (Number of participants vs round trip)

This study exhibits interesting behavior of aws
and jitsi meet that are evaluated once they need to
handle a rise within the number of room and peers
within the jitsi meet
Jitsi has some internal problem that creates it
suddenly stop transmitting videos when there are
quite 245 peers within the test.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Fig 3(Number of participants vs Bit Rate)
Jitsi is able to keep about the same image quality
score for the whole test. Even when 200
participants have joined the test, image quality
remains stable,

We have shown that it's now possible to make a
videoconferencing solution hosted on our own
server. Several bugs and oddities are found and
reported to their respective team within the process
This work was focused on the testing system, and
not on the tests themselves. within the future, we
might wish to add ssh certificate to make sure our
user is an end to finish encrypted, for instance
using certbot we will ensure encryption.
We would wish to extend this work to variations by
hosting this service on specified URLs and making
changes in UI consistent with our needs

Fig 4 (number of participants vs video quality)
Video Quality Assessment
Estimation of video quality scores is presented in
Fig. 4. One may expect video quality to deteriorate
as the average bit rate measured falls down, but
the graphs of video quality remain remarkably flat
until the end of the test.
VI.A Figures and Tables
Fig 1 surge in Demand of video confessing.
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Table 1(Overview of the sender’s video statistics
collected on each web client)
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